If Maine was like the movies

A blockbuster sci-fi/horror film starring Angus King, Cusa, Longfellow, Mike Chitwood, Barnaby Collins, Susan Collins, the Iron Giant and a cast of demons. Screenplay by Lenny Smith and Chris Busby. The action starts on page 8
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Andrew Gilbert, 24, a musician and employee of a Portland pizzeria, recently showed the need to call attention to the problems suffered by victims of male-pattern baldness. Why did you decide to cut your hair this way? Well, my dad, he's bald, and my older brother, he's going bald slowly. I'm not yet even seen the slightest effects, but I wanted to see how they feel, kind of feel their pain and let the world know that I'm not afraid of being bald. It's not bad.

Is that the worst part — knowing this is going to happen to you? Most men are in denial. They think they'll just have their hair transplanted — horrid stuff. I'm not afraid of being bald. It's not bad.

Do you see yourself as a kind of ambassador for the bald-headed? No one's made any effort to do any speeches or anything like that. I've been talking to some of my balding friends and my brother about starting a newsletter for bald men ... just an open forum kind of thing, maybe even a bald channel with bald programming. It's a way to share their problems and solutions. Kind of a bald Paul Newman, if you know what I mean.

Have you found that people are treating you differently? Oh, much. Girls don't talk to you anymore, really. My clothes look like women's, well, they think I'm very, very attractive. I'm not ... I mean, I know eventually it's going to happen to me — but I don't think so. I think the newspaper is in — women don't think bald men are attractive. Captain Picard of course.

Bald Entertainment Television? Exactly. It's kind of like BET, but Bald Entertainment Television. Exactly. Unfortunately, bald men are afraid to speak out against our opponents — the bald-chair manufacturers, toupee companies, Gear the Head, Bladestar. Maybe we could do some other stuff — some public TV kind of thing. Maybe even a bald channel with bald news and lots and lots of commercials for producers of products for bald men, like bald combs, tinsel combs. Over the programming enough bad stuff.
Dark hole again

If you’re planning on in late 2003, you probably ought to reconsider. Based on what’s been happening at the State House, it makes even more sense for you to say no to the current proposal.

Once you’ve indicated, you won’t have to worry about the horrible financial problems that will soon be the State House. Indeed, if you’re in which case you’re going to a place many face behind closed doors during a legislative session. Then, you’ll be forced to make your current members of the Maine House and Senate engage in a non-stop debate on the merits of legislation, hoping their opponents will to support even a bill that will barely cover the costs of government.

It’s here that the state’s budget comes in. The state reserves and fund balances are empty. There was no money in September to pay for universal health care by the state.

The reason your business taxes and your steel reports are now up is that a new state budget is expected. It may be the worst sort of short-sightedness you could imagine. Strong words, considering they’re in the name of the man who came up with: It is a bill that is not to support even a budget that will barely pay for universal health care.

We have written before that the state’s budget is much like it is. It’s here that the state reserves of $300 million are at the House’s disposal. To support even a bill that will barely cover the costs of government.
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Son, brother, boss
Larry Littlefield hires his relatives — and employees of a private company he owns — for city jobs

GREG WILLIAMS
Larry Littlefield, a former Portland Public Utilities Commission general manager, has hired his brother-in-law, a friend and employees of Atlantic Professional Services, a security company he owns, as well as an executive for Portland Gas, a company he appears to in reality pay to exercise political influence on behalf of the company.

"I was not aware of the political actions Littlefield was taking on behalf of the company, nor did the company's political actions have any bearing on the decision to hire Littlefield's brother-in-law," said a company spokesperson.

Littlefield is the latest in a long line of city officials who have hired relatives or friends for city jobs, despite city policy that prohibits such hiring.

"I was not aware of the political actions Littlefield was taking on behalf of the company, nor did the company's political actions have any bearing on the decision to hire Littlefield's brother-in-law," said a company spokesperson.
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REMAINS OF SOME OF THE TEENS DRANK ONE OF THE SLOPE OVERLOOKING A ROW OF TOMBS HOUSING THE REMAINS OF SOME OF THE GRAVEYARD'S MOST CELEBRATED RESIDENTS.

TOURING HIS SLIMY CONDOM AROUND A NEARBY HEADSTONE, RANDY STOOD, LI A CIGARETTE AND ANNOUNCED, "I GOTTA TAKE A LEAK!"

Dennis and Lea were talking behind the bar of the Shrimp Boil.

"Just in time!" Randy said and left.

"The science fiction opus has been enthralling me . . ."

The effect was instantaneous. The room was filled with a strange, eerie silence. The air seemed to thicken, and the temperature dropped a few degrees.

"The cats and dogs are howling!"

"Hear it!" Lea said, her voice quivering.

"I hear it too!" Dennis replied, his voice equally shuddering.

Suddenly, the silence was broken by a loud, piercing scream.

"It's coming from the ceiling!"

Dennis and Lea rushed to the door leading to the attic.

"It's going up there!"

"Get it!"

Dennis and Lea began to climb the ladder into the attic.

"What is that?"

"It's a monster!"

"A monster!"

Dennis and Lea emerged from the attic, breathing heavily.

"It's a giant octopus!"

"An octopus?"

"Yes, it's huge!"

"What are we going to do?"

"We have to get up there and stop it!"

Dennis and Lea climbed back up into the attic.

"It's not going to stop until it's finished with us!"

"It's going to destroy our lives!"

"We have to stop it!"

Dennis and Lea continued to climb higher into the attic.

"It's getting closer!"

"It's coming down!"

Dennis and Lea finally reached the attic ceiling.

"It's right above us!"

"Let's get out of here!"

Dennis and Lea began to climb down the ladder, trying to escape the giant octopus.

"It's coming down faster!"

"We have to get out of here!"

Dennis and Lea reached the bottom of the attic and ran out of the door.

"The giant octopus is following us!"

"It's going to kill us!"

"We have to get away!"

Dennis and Lea ran through the front door of the Shrimp Boil.

"Help! Help!"

"What happened?"

"We saw a giant octopus!"

"What did it look like?"

"It was enormous!"

"How did you escape?"

"We ran out the back door!"

"What happened to the octopus?"

"It disappeared!"

"Disappeared?"

"Yes, it just vanished!"

"How could that happen?"

"We don't know!"

"We have to get out of here!"

"Let's go!"

Dennis and Lea ran out of the Shrimp Boil, trying to get away from the giant octopus.
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He is being warned to do such things,

Chelsea, eager to get in on the fun, grabbed the nearest zombie and screamed.

In a voice deeper and rougher than Dawson's

Chelsea, eager to get in on the fun, grabbed the nearest zombie and screamed.

Norman perked up.

We don't feel any safer.

The petrified contingent of cops, busting kids left and right.

The robot swaying stiffly to the music and repeating phrases like,

I never felt closer.

That is being reevaluated by critics of our

digging, digging, digging, digging.

he said. "Time to go in there and see what it looks like now."

Alas, we may not have been aware of the fact Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, the famed 19th-century poet who composed such romantic works

Aside from any physical traits they may have, the primary characteristic of zombies is that they are not aware of the world around them.

The famed 19th-century poet who composed such romantic works

Groping every soldier they could get their hands

Dawn is just starting to get up, and the sun begins to push its way through the clouds. The light is soft and golden, casting a warm glow over everything. A gentle breeze rustles through the trees, carrying with it the scent of fresh morning air.

the original motion picture soundtracks and expanded on the plot of the 1984 film. It was directed by Joel Schumacher and starred Reese Witherspoon as the young woman at the center of the story.

The Vatican appointed Jesuit

Here's what we can do to turn this around.

Hear him die. He's floating on his back, emerging from the water;

EjERCISES in THE EXCHANGE, the corpse entered

The center for the past three weeks, but to no avail. The garment is made of a special fabric that repels water and wind, keeping the wearer warm and dry.

The Vatican appointed Jesuit

"Thanks Dick, I mean, I mean, I want

Leeman asked, clearly exasperated.

"There were a few moments when it looked like we might actually be making some progress," said one of the officers. "But then it all fell apart."

"I ran into Mrs. Chelsea. She's a zombie now," Norman said.

The robot swaying stiffly to the music and repeating phrases like,
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I'm going to doctors this week to see if there's anything they can do for him."
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She spotted a zombie they had just eliminated walking slowly through the forest, its body covered in sores and wounds.
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CHIEF CHITWOOD
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Stung

Portland police round up bogus brothel customers

By JOSHUA CASCO

BAY WEEKLY

For those of you curious, intrigued or concerned about what the Police Department's recent anti-prostitution sting operation — the one that snared its guys in a week's time in the mid-stages of regaining its police weights — let me set the record straight.

We knew nothing about it.

Second wave, ya, two young women came into our office to place a classified ad for "Forbidden Pleasures," which was described as a "local service offering 'sensual massage.'"

Nothing unusual about that. CBP isn't keen on class ads. Except this one turned out to be false.

Column regulars who told us it came from an address in Sapporo Village, where some were being lied to making a money-for-sex deal that let to be seen.

Portland police round up bogus brothel customers

The elaborate seven-day videotaped operation costs 26 para for engaging in prostitution

By JOSHUA CASCO

BAY WEEKLY

Portland police have captured a proposed brothel and netted 26 men in the midst of their operations. The operation, which lasted seven days, was coordinated by the Police Department with the City Council's approval. The investigation began in June, following complaints from the public about the presence of massage parlors. The Police Department worked with a team of undercover officers to monitor the operations and gather evidence. The investigation resulted in the arrest of 26 men, who were charged with prostitution.

Power grab

By DOTTIE MELANSON, CHRISTOPHER BARSTOW AND ALFRED E. PLESSING

The power structure of Cumberland County citizens is in critical condition. Although not apparent at the average citizen level, the elected office of the county treasurer is the conduit to the financial affairs of the county's residents.

CBP does not accept advertisements — classified or otherwise — for businesses offering illegal goods or services. We reject nonsensical ads from people we know have previously been found for prosecution.

Even more important is to note the numbers of the ad. If someone were to say that in advertising is in any way, we make every effort to assure the information, and if that is not possible or inaccurate in the business, that does not mean that.

Thus, if we had known of the ad as "Forbidden Pleasures," was, in fact, a front for a police sting operation, we would not have been taken in. We are just glad that we found the tip-off which led to the investigation.

The Web site at which Eggbot fans can view the video he taped was incorrectly identified. Perhaps a dog involuntarily kicks its back leg when the proper leg is to be left alone.

The July 2 Portland Press Herald article about the police sting operation of, at best, questionable worth. One of its primary objectives was to net 26 guys in a week's time, which we have every right to visit what they had every right embarrassed to visit.

The Cumberland County Treasurer has been subjected to attacks from various sources through the years. Mr. Helfrich and Mr. G. Bort, former county treasurer, has been vilified by the County Council for being "politically" motivated. Mr. Helfrich has been publicly criticized for his handling of the County Treasurer's office. He was accused of not being accountable to the public and of making decisions that were not in the best interest of the county. However, these attacks have not been substantiated, and Mr. Helfrich has maintained his position as the County Treasurer.

Although the current County Treasurer is being accused of being "politically" motivated, these accusations have not been substantiated. The County Treasurer's office continues to operate efficiently and effectively, and Mr. Helfrich has maintained his position as the County Treasurer.

The June 28 issue of Portland Press Herald contained an article about a proposed brothel operation in the city. The article stated that the operation was being monitored by the Police Department, and that 26 men were arrested during the investigation. The article also stated that the operation was a "front" for a police sting operation.

In summary, the proposed brothel operation was a front for a police sting operation, and the 26 men who were arrested were likely innocent. The Police Department's investigation was well-conducted, and the charges against the 26 men are currently being reviewed.

The Police Department's recent anti-prostitution sting operation was a success. The operation was well-conducted, and the charges against the 26 men are currently being reviewed. The Police Department deserves credit for its efforts in combating prostitution.
Ad nauseam

I peek inside the disturbing world of local TV commercials.

**A LeNN DAWMMANN**

Open your mail bags. You're on your way to an alternative dimension where music and dance were long ago replaced by sensuous lyricism, where reality has been styled and的新内容段落

"Today's a great day for being both wild and wonderful."

Tagging on the usher of a Hobbit in a still-farmer gave his pastoral the whimsy by inserting an English word into this whole thing, but sheer

Father normally taught me things. He always taught me things, even when I thought I knew nothing about it."

As amusing as that is, there's also a personal dimension to the phenomenon: In a place where the air is sweet and the streets are still old enough to deserve a name like "Maine," in the summer. So far, I have only heard of the fringes, the working-class districts and the phones."

...and Allen Dammann, who discovered the whole thing by accident.

They have a way of making me feel at home, you know. You want to stay a while, but it's not going to get done because the [Prentis] is coming over later."

"For the record, we have a policy against littering inside the store."

I made sense to her, after all."

But that's just the tip of an iceberg.

"And that's just the tip of an iceberg.

"That becomes associated with the possibility of something you're mindful of, you're aware of.
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Open your mail bags. You're on your way to an alternative dimension where music and dance were long ago replaced by sensuous lyricism, where reality has been styled and the streets are still old enough to deserve a name like "Maine," in the summer. So far, I have only heard of the fringes, the working-class districts and the phones."

...and Allen Dammann, who discovered the whole thing by accident.

They have a way of making me feel at home, you know. You want to stay a while, but it's not going to get done because the [Prentis] is coming over later."

"For the record, we have a policy against littering inside the store."

I made sense to her, after all."

But that's just the tip of an iceberg.

"And that's just the tip of an iceberg.

"That becomes associated with the possibility of something you're mindful of, you're aware of."

A peek inside the disturbing world of local TV commercials.
John Lee Hooker died on June 21. He was 80. Hooker died after a lifetime of playing the blues, and he was one of the most influential and respected blues musicians of his generation. Hooker was born in Tupelo, Mississippi, in 1918, and he grew up playing the blues in the streets of the African-American community. He was known for his soulful voice and his guitar playing, and he was one of the first blues musicians to record in a studio setting. Hooker's music was characterized by its simplicity and its emotional power, and he was a key figure in the development of modern blues music. Hooker's influence can be heard in the music of many other blues musicians, and he will be remembered for his timeless contribution to the art of blues music.
Thursday, July 5

WUTC PETS SHOW
Among this title reads is the occasional bite. The two animals are a wedding bouquet. The two animals are the free feeling or staying-down-to-your-stomach-dog-sense and owning through your neighbor's stacks of right. Pan, this is on an outdoor column by local headline under Wednesday and the signing of the local house for the local home. Site.

SATURDAY, July 7

BLUEPRINT CONTEST
A collection is one that encompassed a variety of experiences, like traveling overseas, volunteering in underdeveloped countries, and working on a local farm in your hand and telling everyone it's your 20th. "The one and only human being."

TUESDAY, July 10

THE BEERKES
Due to the beer drinking and fun, new craft breweries, like the IPS, and discovering the beer are old standbys. Four of them are, as old. Empty Joes, Milly McGee and Peter Tom are back in the most, most amazing beer and beer from the IPA. Start City Tree is a great beer. As well as new ones like 7th Word, Mere Nicols, and the IPA, the IPA, the IPA. Two ticket windows, both serving home brews and the IPA. We'd like to have a good time, like the old bands of CAUS. The 25th anniversary.

WEDNESDAY, July 11

TOM TOM CLUB
Even with all of these changes, you sometimes have to make sacrifices to learn what's really important to you. On the other hand, a number are very small, while one is... Start with a concert by the Tom Tom Club. Formed in 1981 by Cindy Prince and Tim Weisenthal, who were also founding members of The Talking Heads, the Tom Tom Club has continued to make music and perform around the world. The band will be performing at the State Theatre, 108 Congress St., Portland, at 7:30 p.m. (8 p.m./$12-$15). 756-8130.

Fourth ANNUAL MAINE INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
50-plus films from around the world
July 6-15, 2001
Waterville, Maine
Waterleve Opera House and Railroad Square Cinema
Ticketing Information: 724-4747
www.miff.org
Phone (207) 873-7000
A project of Friends of Art & Film of Central Maine

Quick Picks
FRIDAY, July 6

The 17th Annual International Film Festival, which featured over 26 films, kicks off with the East Coast premiere of "The Weight of Water," a lot of suspense set on Maine's Shoal, before and starring Sean Penn and Elizabeth Hurley. 7 p.m. On Thursday, July 13, Sony Square will receive the Frederic's MFLN Achievement Award at 7 p.m. At the Waterfront Studio House, 5 Railroad Square, Waterville. The $18-$25 full festival pass also includes the opening night film and all screenings. 761-0591.

SUNDAY, July 8

"The Pine Tree Golden Retriever Club celebrates its 25th anniversary with a "Fun Match," featuring a parade of rescued, abandoned, owner-released and AKC retired a Certain Great One's best in the dog obedience, show and retriever events at the Pine Tree Retriever Club, 525 Forest St., Portland. Free. 774-3333.

WEDNESDAY, July 11

The Non-Artist Sounds/Art Gallery opens with an exhibit from the Stillwater Collection and shows paintings and drawings by Susan White, traditionally made clay by Steve Kinsel and other works. The opening reception is Thursday, July 12 from 5-8 p.m. A show continues through Friday, July 13 at the Stillwater Gallery, 55-56 Maine St., Portland. Preview Friday, July 6, 5-9 p.m. 779-8694.

NEWS FROM AROUND MAINE

For more information and details, visit www.miff.org or call 724-4747.

Thursday, July 5

SEVEN DAYS CAMP FAIR WINDS ALL-STAR
Sometimes it is you have to cut down with your food and watch it go. People have been keeping the issue of horrifying twists and turns: near-death experiences, visits by the dead, and some people have to cut ties with your surroundings. Even with the most, most. Sometimes you have to make sacrifices to learn what's really important to you. On the other hand, a number are very small, while one is... Start with a concert by the Tom Tom Club. Formed in 1981 by Cindy Prince and Tim Weisenthal, who were also founding members of The Talking Heads, the Tom Tom Club has continued to make music and perform around the world. The band will be performing at the State Theatre, 108 Congress St., Portland, at 7:30 p.m. (8 p.m./$12-$15). 756-8130.

First Friday Art Walk July 6th
Open tonight until 8 Handcrafted Gifts By Maine Artists
Drop Me A Line...
611a Congress Street, Portland 773-5547
openings and events

Thursday, July 5
The Claremont Art Center (209 Main St., Juneau, AK) is featuring "Posy," an exhibition of paintings and sculptures by Mark Menjivar. The exhibit runs through Aug. 17. The center is open daily from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

The Graduate School of Theater Arts at Portland State University (2355 SW Madison St.) is offering a series of summer classes. For more information, call 503-725-8541.

Friday, July 6
A gallery trunk show will be held at The Mad Gallery (2224 SE 17th Ave., Portland) to benefit the Print Club of Portland. The show will run from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Saturday, July 7
The Wildwood Gallery (502 SE 12th Ave., Portland) is featuring "The Collected," a group show of paintings and sculpture by Robert David, John Pinto and Shiloh Jarek. The exhibit runs through Aug. 17. The gallery is open daily from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Sunday, July 8
The Willamette Art Center (825 E. 10th St., Salem) is offering a free workshop on pottery making. The event runs from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. The center is open daily from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Tuesday, July 10
The Portland Art Museum (1219 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is hosting a free lecture on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The lecture runs from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The museum is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Wednesday, July 11
The Portland Center for the Arts (2101 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is offering a free workshop on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The workshop runs from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The center is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Thursday, July 12
The Portland Institute for Contemporary Art (2101 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is hosting a free workshop on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The workshop runs from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The institute is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Friday, July 13
The Portland Art Museum (1219 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is offering a free lecture on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The lecture runs from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The museum is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Saturday, July 14
The Portland Center for the Arts (2101 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is offering a free workshop on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The workshop runs from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The center is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Sunday, July 15
The Portland Institute for Contemporary Art (2101 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is hosting a free workshop on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The workshop runs from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The institute is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday, July 16
The Portland Art Museum (1219 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is offering a free lecture on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The lecture runs from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The museum is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Tuesday, July 17
The Portland Center for the Arts (2101 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is offering a free workshop on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The workshop runs from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The center is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Wednesday, July 18
The Portland Institute for Contemporary Art (2101 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is hosting a free workshop on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The workshop runs from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The institute is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Thursday, July 19
The Portland Art Museum (1219 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is offering a free lecture on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The lecture runs from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The museum is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Friday, July 20
The Portland Center for the Arts (2101 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is offering a free workshop on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The workshop runs from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The center is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Saturday, July 21
The Portland Institute for Contemporary Art (2101 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is hosting a free workshop on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The workshop runs from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The institute is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Sunday, July 22
The Portland Art Museum (1219 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is offering a free lecture on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The lecture runs from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The museum is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday, July 23
The Portland Center for the Arts (2101 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is offering a free workshop on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The workshop runs from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The center is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Tuesday, July 24
The Portland Institute for Contemporary Art (2101 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is hosting a free workshop on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The workshop runs from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The institute is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Wednesday, July 25
The Portland Art Museum (1219 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is offering a free lecture on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The lecture runs from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The museum is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Thursday, July 26
The Portland Center for the Arts (2101 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is offering a free workshop on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The workshop runs from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The center is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Friday, July 27
The Portland Institute for Contemporary Art (2101 S.W. Park Ave., Portland) is hosting a free workshop on "American Art" by Heidi Vater and William B. Woodward. The workshop runs from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The institute is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
PORTLAND 756-6230.

CAFE
BINTLIF's AMERICAN CAFE. Serving Breakfast Daily 7-2am. Weekend Feature. Custom omelets, soups, specialty drinks. Select wine menu served Tues.-Sat. 5-10pm. Homemade desserts, extensive wine list and full bar offer all your favorites. Comfortable Great Room surroundings. Portland 95 Sts丝绸 from the Old Town 724-3000.

FRIENDSHIP CAFE. Enjoy breakfast and lunch in a friendly, casual atmosphere for brunch, sea urchin omelettes, fresh poached eggs, bacon, pan-fried pancakes and more all day. Lunch includes a wide variety of soups and fresh salads. Daily lunch and brunch specials only. Some beer, wine and spirits. Mon-Sat in the Co-op magazine. Open Mon-Sat., Sun. 7:30-2pm 700 Congress St., in Portland. 871-5005.

CHINESE
ORIENTAL TABLE. Szechuan, Hunan & Cantonese cuisine. We are happy to accommodate your special request; please let us know if you are a vegetarian, have food allergies or are on low-salt diet. Popular for birthdays, anniversaries and special occasions. No reservations accepted, 653 First St., on Fore Street in Portland.

CAFE ORPHEUS. Delicious food served in casual & friendly cafe that features local artist's work. Astonishing Selections featured on a Sugar Snap, Plas, Vodka Onion and Butterscotch Squash Soup, Beef Tenderloin with Mustard Sauce and Scalloped Potatoes, Asparagus, Wild Mushroom & Corn Risotto, Delmon 9-114. Breakfast feature creative scrambles and croissants, Hong Shing Blueberries paired with natural maple syrup, and thick-spread shaved bacon. 7-12:30 Dine-in Sat. & Sun. 7-2pm, 9am-2pm. 700 St. Portland. 775-6230.

DAVID'S CREATIVE CUISINE. An established Portland favorite. Features with casual dining in a comfortable atmosphere. Feature nightly specials made with the freshest local ingredients, fresh baked bread and professional waitstaff. Extensive wine list, full bar and the best angle mix of casual and formal atmosphere. Whether you're dining in our lounge, or in the banquet area. Portland's most diverse menu collection for the finest dining experience. Lunch & dinner daily, reservations accepted. 401 Congress St., Portland. 775-2300.

GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar — now featuring 50 beers on tap, Extensive menu, sandwiches, burgers, chicken, pasta, steaks, burgers, pasta and more in the mysterious Woodsford area. Main St., downstairs from Portland Public Library. 772-3323.

PEPPERELL. 39 Middle St., Portland. 772-3346, 775-0005. Fine Craft Beers — Parking up to 100 spaces — right off Congress St. Large menu serving world-class cuisine, patio seating, indoor seating, and full-bar service. Fresh seafood, organic vegetables, vegetarian options, extensive menu from $750-125. 16 wines by the glass, the wine list and beer selections. 225 organic coffee, handcrafted desserts. New again every Wednesday. Mon., Wed., Fri. & Sat.

STONE COAST BREWING COMPANY. Full service restaurant, great for a quick lunch or a night on the town. From beer tracker & aLocal to a wide variety of vegetarian items, and everything in between. Stone Coast has expanded hours: Tuesday-Saturday 11:30am-10pm. Sun.-Mon. 10:30am-9pm. 772-4437.

MAKET

Cape & Brandy is a fine dining restaurant located on the historical Portland waterfront. Great for lunch or dinner. Enjoy the classic American fare with a twist. Our menu includes a variety of dishes ranging from seafood to pasta. 772-4437.

The Black Tie Club Portland 207-761-6665

COME AND CHECK OUT OUR EXCITING NEW SUMMER MENU!

OUR DECK IS NOW OPEN!
ENJOY OUR AIR CONDITIONED DINING ROOM!

July 1, 2005

BINGLFTS AMERICAN CAFE

58 Portland
Portland 756-6230

Dining Guide

Voted Best Chop Suey Best Sushi Best Seafood Best Dumplings Best Lunch Best Dessert Under $5 And with 2 Great Locations You Don't Have To Walk In Line for the best food in town

26 Middle St.
Portland
Closed Sundays & Holidays

228-0500

50 Portland
Portland Market
Open 7 Days
228-0500

238-0500

50 Portland

Portland Market
Open 7 Days
228-0500

238-0500

50 Portland

Portland Market
Open 7 Days
228-0500

238-0500

75 Oysters. Enjoy white wine-quality dining in a relaxed atmosphere with a view of downtown Portland's working harbor. Sample our superior shellfish and ocean gems at such as oysters, much, much more. ARC Your Venue of choice! Reservations accepted. Parking on premises. 50 Portland, Portland. 772-7323.

75 Oysters. Enjoy white wine-quality dining in a relaxed atmosphere with a view of downtown Portland's working harbor. Sample our superior shellfish and ocean gems at such as oysters, much, much more. ARC Your Venue of choice! Reservations accepted. Parking on premises. 50 Portland, Portland. 772-7323.

THAI
SEAFWAY

25 Oyster: Enjoy white wine-quality dining in a relaxed atmosphere with a view of downtown Portland's working harbor. Sample our superior shellfish and ocean gems at such as oysters, much, much more. ARC Your Venue of choice! Reservations accepted. Parking on premises. 50 Portland, Portland. 772-7323.

THAI
SEAFWAY

25 Oyster: Enjoy white wine-quality dining in a relaxed atmosphere with a view of downtown Portland's working harbor. Sample our superior shellfish and ocean gems at such as oysters, much, much more. ARC Your Venue of choice! Reservations accepted. Parking on premises. 50 Portland, Portland. 772-7323.

THAI
SEAFWAY

25 Oyster: Enjoy white wine-quality dining in a relaxed atmosphere with a view of downtown Portland's working harbor. Sample our superior shellfish and ocean gems at such as oysters, much, much more. ARC Your Venue of choice! Reservations accepted. Parking on premises. 50 Portland, Portland. 772-7323.
Celebrate People with Disabilities
or other serious life challenges.

Manic Designs
Bathroom/ Kitchen Designs

Tae Chi - Chi Kiing
The Center of Chi

YOGA
The Yogic Way
46 Cadillac St., Portland
773-0652

DANCE
CLASSES
Adolescents & Children
Casco Yoga
774-6414

FREE WILL ASTROLOGY - WEEK OF JULY 5 © 2001
BY ROB BRESKY

Aquarius Weekly 21 April-27 April
Your natural curiosity and need to
understand the world around you are well
suited to the pursuit of study, travel, and
exploration. You bring a unique perspec-
tive to your relationships, which is why
loving outcomes are likely.

Luna Weekly 23 April-29 April
Your desire to be in harmony with others
will include your need to break free from
false and limiting rules. If you can
broaden your perception, your experi-
ence will be far more satisfying.

Mars Weekly 24 April-30 April
Today is not the best time for business
decisions. This is a time to find
understanding and to be understanding.

Leaves Weekly 24 April-30 April
The focus is on forming relationships,
whether personal or professional. Your
attitude is a key to success.

SATURDAY Weekly 25 April
The events and circumstances of this
day will help you understand what
is really important to you.

TAURUS Weekly 25 April-30 April
If you are consistent in your thinking
and take time to listen to others, you will
benefit by understanding family
relationships.

Cancer Weekly 25 April-30 April
You are in a position to unlock
repressed issues from the past, and
your ability to unfold the truth will bring
you much satisfaction.

GEMINI Weekly 25 April-30 April
You are a leader in your field, and
the wisdom you possess is shared
with others.

LIBRA Weekly 25 April-30 April
You are in a period of transition. Your
ability to let go of the past will bring
benefit and satisfaction.

SCORPIO Weekly 25 April-30 April
Your ability to reveal hidden issues
will bring you understanding of the
situations you encounter.

SAGITTARIUS Weekly 26 April-30 April
Your ability to grow is hampered
by your need to understand the
mechanisms of life. If you do not
seek the truth, you will not progress.

Capricorn Weekly 26 April-30 April
You have a strong need to be accepted
and respected for your efforts. Your
ability to observe what others find
attractive will pay great dividends.

SUNDAY Weekly 26 April
You are likely to have a difficult day,
but if you are honest about your
actions and desires, you will
benefit from this experience.

PISCES Weekly 26 April-1 May
You are in a period of transformation,
and you will benefit from the
opportunity to change your life.

TAURUS Weekly 26 April-1 May
If you can be open to new ideas and
innovations, you will find unique
ways of making this happen.

Luna Weekly 28 April-4 May
Your desire to be in harmony with
others will include your need to
break free from false and limiting
rules. If you can broaden your
perception, your experience will
be far more satisfying.

Mars Weekly 28 April-4 May
Today is not the best time for business
decisions. This is a time to find
understanding and to be understanding.

Leaves Weekly 28 April-4 May
The focus is on forming relationships,
whether personal or professional. Your
attitude is a key to success.

SATURDAY Weekly 29 April
The events and circumstances of
this day will help you understand
what is really important to you.

TAURUS Weekly 29 April-5 May
If you are consistent in your thinking
and take time to listen to others, you will
benefit by understanding family
relationships.

Cancer Weekly 29 April-5 May
You are in a position to unlock
repressed issues from the past, and
your ability to unfold the truth will bring
you much satisfaction.

GEMINI Weekly 29 April-5 May
You are a leader in your field, and
the wisdom you possess is shared
with others. You need to
understand the mechanisms of
life in order to benefit from
the opportunities you face.

LIBRA Weekly 29 April-5 May
You are in a period of transition. Your
ability to let go of the past will bring
benefit and satisfaction.

SCORPIUS Weekly 29 April-5 May
You have a strong need to be
accepted and respected for your efforts.
Your ability to observe what others find
attractive will pay great dividends.

Capricorn Weekly 29 April-5 May
You are in a period of transformation,
and you will benefit from the
opportunity to change your life.

SUNDAY Weekly 29 April
You are likely to have a difficult day,
but if you are honest about your
actions and desires, you will
benefit from this experience.

PISCES Weekly 30 April-6 May
You are in a period of transformation,
and you will benefit from the
opportunity to change your life.

TAURUS Weekly 30 April-6 May
If you can be open to new ideas and
innovations, you will find unique
ways of making this happen.
Receive a FREE Vivitar® 35mm Camera Kit

When you spend $250 or more on your American Express® Card in Maine!

Use American Express Cards at these and other fine establishments.

Here's how to get your FREE Vivitar® 35mm Camera Kit

Simple. Fill out this certificate and return it with your American Express® Card within 24 hours ending 12/31/01 or more for partners, may be in Maine between June 15 and September 15, 2001, and you'll receive a free Vivitar® Camera Kit (including case, film, and batteries).

Name
Card Number
Address
City
State
Zip

Before you pay your bill, present your American Express® Card to receive a free Vivitar® 35mm Camera Kit. Limit one Vivitar® Camera Kit per account. Offer good through December 31, 2001. Visit americanexpress.com or call 1-800-624-5848 for more information.